Could rs4379368 be a genetic marker for North Indian migraine patients with aura?: Preliminary evidence by a replication study.
Genome wide association studies (GWAS) have already found different migraine single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). To further check if these variants differ by ethnicity, three single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (rs4379368, rs10504861and rs11172113) were genotyped here to find association with migraine susceptibility from North Indian population. A case control study in 200 subjects was done by polymerase chain reaction and restriction-fragment-length polymorphism (PCR-RFLP) analysis. Univariate analysis was performed to check the association of different genotypic and allelic frequencies of these variants with migraine and its subtypes. We could not find any statistically relevant differences among frequencies at various levels of these selected SNPs between patients and healthy controls in this study (p > 0.05). However on subgroup analysis for rs4379368 SNP, the CT genotype was higher in migraine with aura (MA) (69.6%) than migraine without aura (MO) (51.9%) or control (42%) (p < 0.05). But this relation was not significant at allelic level. For other two SNPs, statistically significant differences were not observed in any of the two migraine subgroups. This study was able to associate the role of rs4379368 SNP with migraine susceptibility and suggested that genotype CT in rs4379368 SNP could be a possible genetic marker for MA. More studies with larger sample size are needed to strengthen our results.